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Abstract - This paper proposes the conception and basic elementary of OLAP, analyzes the kinds and operation of it, and provide 
many ways in which for OLAP cube operation. Within the multidimensional model, information organized into dimensions, and every 
dimension contains multiple levels of abstraction outlined by conception of chain of command. This organization provides users with 
the resilience to look at information from completely different views. Variety of OLAP information cube operation exist to happen 
this completely different prospect, permitting interactive querying and analysis of the information at hand. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

An effective OLAP answer solves issues for each business client and IT departments. For business client, it permits quick and 
intuitive approach to centralized information and related counting for the needs of research and coverage. For IT, associate 
OLAP solution enhances a knowledge warehouse or different electronic information service with mixture data and business 
calculations. Additionally, by facultative business client to try and do their own analyses and coverage. 

2. DATA CUBE  

A information cube permits data to be sculptured and viewed in multiple dimensions. It’s outlined by dimensions and facts. In 
general terms, dimensions are the entities with the regard to that a corporation needs to stay records. For instance, Every 
Electronics might produce a sales information warehouse so as to stay records of the store’s sales with regard to dimensions 
time, item, branch, and placement. Although we have a tendency to sometimes think about cubes as 3-D geometric structures, 
in information storage the information cube is n- dimensional. 

 

2.1 How does it work? 

A Data warehouse would extract info from multiple information sources and formats like text files, stand out sheet, multimedia 
system files, etc. The extracted information is cleansed and remodeled. Information is loaded into associate OLAP server (or 
OLAP cube) wherever info is pre-calculated ahead for more analysis. 

3. OPERATION OF OLAP 

Four varieties of operations in OLAP are: 

1) Roll-up 
2) Drill-down 
3) Slice and dice 
4) Pivot (rotate) 
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3.1 Roll-up: 

Roll-up is additionally called "consolidation" or "aggregation." The Roll-up operation is performed in two ways in which 

i) Reducing dimensions, 

ii) Climbing up conception chain of command. Conception chain of command may be a system of grouping things supported 
their order or level. 

Consider the subsequent diagram 

 

 In this example, cities NY and Chicago and rolled up into country USA 

 The sales figure of latest dynasty and Chicago ar 395 and 1560 severally. They become 2000 when roll-up 

 In this aggregation method, information is location hierarchy moves up from town to the country. 

 In the roll-up method a minimum of one or additional dimensions ought to be removed. During this example, Quater 
dimension is removed. 

3.2 Drill-down: 

• Drill down is reverse of roll up. 

• It navigates from less careful information to additional careful information. 

• It is done via 

• Moving down the conception hierarchy 

• Increasing a dimension 

• Quater Q1 is trained all the way down to months Gregorian calendar month, February, and March. Corresponding 
sales are registers. 

• In this example, dimension months are added. 
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3.3 Slice and Dice: 

• The slice operation performs a variety on one dimension of the offer cube, leading to a subcube. 

•  Here Slice is performed for the dimension “time” using the criterion time= “Q1”. 

 

 

• The dice operation defines a subcube by playacting a variety on 2 or additional dimension. 

• (location = "Toronto" or "Vancouver") 

• (time = "Q1" or "Q2") 

• (item =" Mobile" or "Modem") 
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 3.4 Pivot (rotate): 

 It is a image operation that rotates the information axes in sight to supply another data presentation. 

 Consider the subsequent diagram that shows the pivot operation. 

 In this item and placement axes in 2nd slice are turned. 
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4. TYPES OF OLAP SYSTEM: 

 

Type of OLAP: Explanation 

Relational OLAP(ROLAP): ROLAP is associate extended RDBMS at the side of multidimensional information mapping to 
perform the quality relative operation. 

Multidimensional OLAP (MOLAP): MOLAP Implements operation in multidimensional information. 

Hybrid Online Analytical process (HOLAP): In HOLAP approach the mass totals are keep in a very multidimensional info 
whereas the careful information is keep within the electronic information service. This offers each information potency of the 
ROLAP model and also the performance of the MOLAP model. 

Desktop OLAP (DOLAP) : In Desktop OLAP, a user downloads a vicinity of the information from the info domestically, or on 
their desktop and analyze it. DOLAP is comparatively cheaper to deploy because it offers only a few functionalities compares to 
different OLAP systems. 

Web OLAP (WOLAP) : Web OLAP that is OLAP system accessible via the net browser. WOLAP may be a three-tiered design. It 
consists of 3 components: consumer, middleware, and a info server. 

Mobile OLAP: Mobile OLAP helps users to access and analyze OLAP information mistreatment their mobile devices 

Spatial OLAP : SOLAP is made to facilitate management of each spacial and non-spatial information 

5. CONCLUSION: 

OLAP may be a important improvement over question systems. OLAP is associate interactive system to point out completely 
different summaries of multidimensional information by interactively choosing the attributes in a very multidimensional 
information cube. 
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